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Neurodevelopmental therapy – a popular approach
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SIR–The recent review by Novak et al.1 delivers a ‘do not
do it’ verdict on neurodevelopmental therapy (NDT),
traditionally attributed to the Bobaths.

One has to wonder why (1) in spite of the bad publicity the
Bobath-NDT approach has been receiving over the past dec-
ade, thousands of therapists world over are attending
Bobath-NDT basic, refresher, and advanced courses;
(2) parents of children in all age groups, with all levels of
motor and cognitive challenges, follow the Bobath-NDT
approach.

Could it be that in the absence of a criterion standard
and with knowledge readily available on the internet on

any number of treatment options, parents feel and see that
their needs and their child’s needs are well served with the
Bobath-NDT approach?

Perhaps research questions should look into the reasons
why over a period of 70 years, the Bobath-NDT approach
is continuing to expand and spread across cultures and
continents.

Bobath and NDT-trained physical therapists, speech and
language pathologists, and occupational therapists, closely
follow all valuable research, and use it where it fits best,
giving full credit to the authors. Is that not what hard-
working knowledge brokers and knowledge translators
wish for?

Is it not time for researchers and therapists to bridge the
gap, get together, and ask what really makes a difference to
families when they chose this ‘popular’ NDT approach?
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Researching conductive education
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SIR–The recent review by Novak et al.1 raises the spectre
of conductive education research. Placing conductive edu-
cation below the ‘worth-it line’, with the advice ‘probably
do not do it’, restates a general conclusion of earlier meta-

reviews and looks to mark the scientific verdict on research
into the benefits of conductive education.

Or is there an alternative?
Conductive education’s breakout from Hungary in the

late 1980s has captured the attention and the enthusiasm
of many families around the world, and brought experience
of a developmental-educational paradigm for understand-
ing and working with motor disorders. Conductive educa-
tion is neither a therapy nor a medical intervention and is
not provided by medical practitioners or by allied health
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